Help Name this Blog!
This is your school blog, and we have decided to leave the naming
process of this publication up to you.
Please submit your ideas for a good name of this school blog to either
Mr. Vess or Mr. McDonald at TLA.

By Aubrey Siess

More great stuff inside!!

Hello TLA’ers!
Welcome to the first edition of the TLA blog. This blog
showcases the artistic endeavors of some of our TLA
students. Included is photography, art work, poems and
opinions, but this blog is not just limited to those expressions. Anyone that is a TLA student, and has a talent
they what to share can send examples of that work to
either Mr. Vess, or Mr. McDonald at the school. You can
include photos, drawings, cartoons, poems, short stories,
opinions, tell us why you like one Presidential candidate
over another…essentially anything you want to present,
can be presented. Of course, if you submit work that is
offensive or overtly mean-spirited, don’t look for it in
the blog…it won’t be there. So if you are a closet artist
or writer, now you have a venue to get your work out to
your peers.
At the end of this blog, Mr. Vess and I have listed what
we think are the ten greatest movies of all times. We
are doing this to motivate you to write in and become a
part of this blog. Send in your list of what you think are
the Top Ten Movies of All Time.
I hope you enjoy our first blog, and I hope many of you
become a part of our second one.
Mr. McDonald

By Sabiel Bhuiyan

By Aubrey Siess

By Sabiel Bhuiyan

Being Lucky
Ashley Warshum
Get a horseshoe,
Get a lucky rabbit’s foot
Stay away from black cats,
St. Patrick’s Day is said to be
lucky.
Be sure to wear green,
Or you get pinched a lot!

By Aubrey Siess

By Aubrey Siess

New Sunrise
The sun is setting, its the end of the day
Wake up hoping someone will come along to take the pain away
Thoughts of the day drowns your face in tears It seems as if no one
cares so you cant let anyone near
Goin through the day playing the same old game
Scared of getting hurt if someone just asks your name
So you put up a wall so no one can get close to you
Got to the point where you just said your through
But lil girl theres a new day coming
Theres gonna be a new sun rising
Wipe away those tears cause there is still hope
No need to hang yourself put away that rope
Cause theres always another day
Theres always another way
Theres always gonna be a new sun rising
By Victoria Reynolds

By Aubrey Siess

By Aubrey Siess

By Nicholas Williams

What A Wonderful Year
Katherine Anderson
What a wonderful, wonderful day
What a wonderful, wonderful year
This is a wonderful place
With lots of wonderful faces
With teachers all around
Kids make up the crowd
What a wonderful, wonderful year

831
Ashley Warshum
8 letters
3 words
1 meaning
I Love You
Christmas is a bundle of love
Love is like a present

Mr. Vess’ Top 10 Movies
1. The Godfather (1972)
2. The Dark Knight (2008)
3. Se7en (1995)
4. Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope (1977)
5. Terminator 2: Judgment Day (1991)
6. The Departed (2006)
7. Titanic (1997)
8. Forrest Gump (1994)
9. Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2 (2011)
10.Toy Story (1995)

Mr. McDonald’s Top 10 Movies
1.Citizen Kane-1941
2.The Godfather-1972
3.The French Connection-1972
4.Midnight in Paris-2001
5.The Last of the Mohicans-1992
6.The Exorcist-1974
7.King Kong (original) 1933
8.Lord of the Rings-2001
9.Rebel Without a Cause-1955
10.Grand Illusion- Jean Renoir- 1937
Now, send in yours!

